Introduction
One of the main challenges faced by robotics scientists is to provide autonomy to robots. That is, according to Medeiros (Medeiros, 1998 ) a robot to be considered autonomous must present a series of abilities as reaction to environment changes, intelligent behavior, integration of data provided by sensors (sensor fusion), ability for solving multiple tasks, robustness, operation without failings, programmability, modularity, flexibility, expandability, adaptability and global reasoning. Yet in the context of autonomy, the navigation problem appears. As described in Fig. 1 , sense, plan and act capabilities have to be previously given to a robot in order to start thinking on autonomous navigation. These capabilities can be divided into sub-problems abstracted hierarchically in five levels of autonomy: Environment Mapping, Localization, Path Planning, Trajectory Generation, and Trajectory Execution (Alsina et. al., 2002) .
At the level of Environment Mapping the robot system has to generate a computational model containing the main structural characteristics of the environment. In other words, it is necessary to equip the robot with sensing devices that allow the robot to perceive its surrounds acquiring useful data to producing information for construction of the environment map. Further, in order to get a trustworthy mapping, the system needs to know the position and orientation of the robot with relation to some fixed world referential. This process that includes sensory data capture, position and orientation inferring, and subsequently processing with objective of construction of a computational structure representing the robot underlying space is simply known as Robotic Mapping.
In this work, we propose a mapping method based on probabilistic robotics, with the map being represented through a modified occupancy grid Elfes (1987) . The main idea is to let the mobile robot construct its surroundings geometry in a systematic and incremental way in order to get the final, complete map of the environment. As a consequence, the robot can move in the environment in a safe mode based on a trustworthiness value, which is calculated by its perceptual system using sensory data. The map is represented in a form that is coherent with sensory data, noisy or not, coming from sensors. Characteristic noise incorporated to data is treated by probabilistic modeling in such a way that its effects can be visible in the final result of the mapping process. Experimental tests show the viability of this methodology and its direct applicability to autonomous robot tasks execution, being this the main contribution of this work.
In the folowing, the formal concepts related to robotics mapping through sensor fusion are presented. A brief discussion about the main challenges in environment mapping and their proposed solutions is presented as well the several manners of representing the mapped environments. Further, the mapping algorithm proposed in this work, based on a probabilistic modeling on occupancy grid. The proposed modeling of sensory information with fusing of sonar data that are used in this work and odometry data provided by the odometry system of the robot is described. Given that odometry is susceptible to different sources of noise (systematic and/or not), further efforts in modeling these kinds of noises in order to represent them in the constructed map are described. In this way, the mapping algorithm results in a representation that is consistent with sensory data acquired by the robot. Results of the proposed algorithm considering the robot in an indoor environment are presented and, finally, conclusions showing the main contributions and applications plus future directions are given.
Robotic Mapping
In order to formalize the robotics mapping problem, some basic hypotheses are established. The first is that the robot precisely knows its position and orientation inside the environment in relation to some fixed reference frame, that is, a global coordinate system. This process of inferring position and orientation of the robot in an environment is known as the localization problem. The second hypothesis is that the robot has a perceptual system, that is, sensors that makes possible acquisition of data, proper and of the environment, such as cameras, sonars and motor encoders, between others.
With these assumptions, robotics mapping can be defined as the problem of construction of a spatial model of an environment through a robotic system based on accurate knowledge of position and orientation of the robot in the environment and on data given by the robot perceptual system.
With respect to the model used for representing the map, Thrun (Thrun, 2002) proposes a classification following two main approaches, the topological and the metric maps. Topological maps are those computationally (or mathematically) represented by way of a graph, which is a well known entity in Math. In this representation, in general, the nodes correspond to spaces or places that are well defined (or known) and the links represent connectivity relations between these places. Metric maps (or metric representations) reproduce with certain degree of fidelity the environment geometry. Objects as walls, obstacles and doorway passages are easily identified in this approach because the map has a topographic relation very close to the real world. This proposed classification is the most used up to date, besides a subtle variation that adds a class of maps based on features appears in some works (Choset & Fox, 2004; Rocha, 2006) . This category is treated sometimes as a sub-category of the metric representation due to the storage of certain notable objects or features as for example edges, corners, borders, circles and other geometric shapes that can be detected by any feature detector. Fig. 2 illustrates the above mentioned ways of representing a mapped environment. Each one of these forms of representation have its own advantages and disadvantages. It is easier to construct and to maintain a map based on the metric approach. It allows to recognize places with simple processing and facilitates the computation of short paths in the map. However, it requires high computational efforts to be kept and needs to know the precise position and orientation of the robot at all time, what can be a problem. On its turn, the topological representation needs few computational efforts to be kept and can rely on approximated position and orientation, besides being a convenient way for solving several classes of high-level problems. However, it is computationally expensive to construct and maintain this representation and it makes it difficult the identification or recognition of places. Several challenges that can be found in the robotics mapping problem are enumerated by Thrun as (Thrun, 2002 ):
Modeling sensor errors
There are several sources of errors causing different types or natures of noise in the sensory data. Error can be easy modeled for noises that are statistically independent in different measures. However, there is a random dependence that occurs because errors inherent to robot motion accumulate over time affecting the way that sensory measures are interpreted.
Environment dimension
Besides the lack of precision in the robot system, a second challenge is the size of the environment to be mapped, that is, the map gets less precise and more expensive to built it as the environmnet gets bigger.
Data association
This problem is also known as data correspondence (or matching). During the mapping, it is often current that the same object or obstacle is perceived several times by the robot system in different instants. So, it is desirable that an already seen object gets recognized and treated in a different manner that a not yet mapped object. Data association aims to determine the occurrence of this case in an efficient manner.
Environment dynamics
Another challenge is related to the mapping of dynamic environments as for example places where people are constantly walking. The great majority of algorithms for mapping considers the process running in static environments.
Exploration strategy
The mapping must incorporate a good exploration strategy, which should consider a partial model of the environment. This task appears as the fifth challenge for the robotics mapping problem.
Robots can be used to construct maps of indoor (Ouellette & Hirasawa, 2008; Santana & Medeiros, 2009; Thrun et. al., 2004) , outdoor (Agrawal et. al., 2007; Triebel et. al., 2006; Wolf et. al., 2005) , subterranean (Silver et. al., 2004; Thrun et. al., 2003) , and underwater environments (Clark et. al., 2009; Hogue & Jenkin, 2006) . With respect to its use, they can be employed in execution of tasks considered simple such as obstacle avoidance, path planning and localization. Map can also be used in tasks considered of more difficulty as exploration of galleries inside coal-mines, nuclear installations, toxic garbage cleanness, fire extinguishing, and rescue of victims in disasters, between others. It is important to note that these tasks can be extended to several classes of mobile robots, as aerial, terrestrial and aquatic (Krys & Najjaran, 2007; Santana & Medeiros, 2009; Steder et. al., 2008) .
Probabilistic Occupancy Grid Mapping
Errors present after acquisition process may lead to a wrong interpretation of sensory data and the consequently construction of a not reliable (Thrun, 2002) . So, a treatment of these errors should be done in order to eliminate or to have at least controlled these errors. Here we choose to explore the use of a probabilistic approach in order to model these errors. Note that by knowing the amount and type of errors of a robot system, one can rely on this to let it do tasks in a more efficient way.
Localization
As explained previously, localization, that is, inferring position and orientation of the robot inside its environment is an important requirement for map construction. Some researchers makes this assumption farther important stating that localization is the fundamental and main problem that should be treated in order to give autonomy to a robot (Cox, 1991) . As well, Thrun (Thrun et. al., 2000) treats localization as the key problem for the success of an autonomous robot.
Localization methods generally fall in one of the following approaches: relative, absolute or using multisensor-fusion. Relative localization (or dead reckoning) is based on the integration of sensory data (generally from encoders) over time. The current localization of the robot is calculated after a time interval from the previous one plus the current displacement/rotation perceived in that time slot by the sensor. Several sources may generate errors between each time step, so, note that this approach also integrates errors. The calculated localizations are in reality estimations whose precision depends on the amount of accumulated error. In fact, the robot may be lost after some time. Absolute localization gives the actual localization of the robot at a given time. This actual localization is generally calculated based on the detection of objects or landmarks in the environment, with known localization, from which the position and orientation of the robot can be calculated by triangulation or some other methodology. Note that a GPS (and/or compassing) or similar method can also be used to get absolute position and orientation of the robot in the environment. Multi-sensor fusion combines relative and absolute localization. For example, a robot relying on its encoders may, after certain period of time, do absolute localization in order to rectify its actual localization from landmarks in the environment. In general Kalman filter and/or similar approaches are used in this situation to extend the maximum possible the amount of time necessary for absolute re-localization, since this is generally time consuming so the robot does anything while actually localizing itself. We consider using relative localization in this work since no information with respect to the environment is given to the robot previously.
One of the most used ways for estimating the robot position and orientation is by using odometry. Odometry gives an estimate of the current robot localization by integration of motion of the robot wheels. By counting pulses generated by encoders coupled to the wheels axes (actually, rotation sensors that count the amount of turns) the robot system can calculate the linear distance and orientation of the robot at the current instant. Odometry is most used because of its low cost, relative precision in small displacements and high rate of sampled data (Borenstein et. al., 1996) . However, the disadvantage of this method is the accumulation of errors that increases proportionally to the displacement. Propagated error is systematic or not. Systematic errors are due to uncertainty in the parameters that are part of the kinematics modeling of the robot (different wheel diameters, axis lenght diffenent from its actual size, finite sample rate of the encoders, and others). Non systematic errors occur due to unexpected situations as unexpected obstacles or slipping of the wheels (Santana, 2007) .
Particularly, with the objective of modeling the odometry of our robot, a methodology based on utilization of empirical data (Chenavier & Crowley, 1992 ) is used in this work. From experimental data collected in several samples it was possible to devise the function that approximates the odometry errors. This practical experiment is done in two phases. In the first one the angular and linear errors were modeled in a linear displacement (translation only) and in the second one the angular and linear errors were modeled in an angular displacement (rotation only). From these experiments, it was possible to stablish a fucntion that describes, in approximation, the behavior of systematic errors present at the odometry system. Equations 1 and 2 represents these funcions (linear and angular, respectively.
In the above Equations, ∆l is the linear displacement estimated by odometry, ∆θ is the angular displacement estimated by odometry, σ is the mean linear error due to a rotation and α is the mean angular error due to a linear displacement. In the performed experiments, σ and α have presented, approximately, constant values not varying proportionally with the linear and angular displacements. With the same empirical data and adopting, again, the methodology described above (Chenavier & Crowley, 1992) , factors were estimated that multiplied by the linear and angular displacements gives an estimate of the variance of the non systematic errors. In this case, the errors are represented by normal distributions, or Gaussians with mean equals to zero and variance ε lin for the linear case and ε ang for the angular case. Equations 3 and 4 describe the computation of the variance of the linear and angular errors respectively.
ε ang = κ θθ ∆θ + κ θl ∆l (4) κ ll is the linear error coefficient in a linear displacement ∆l, κ lθ is the linear error coefficient caused by a rotation ∆θ, κ θθ is the angular error coefficient in a rotation ∆θ, and κ θl is the angular error coefficient caused by a linear displacement ∆l. These coefficients are calculated by Equations 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively.
In Equations 5, 6, 7, and 8, parameter Var(.) is the variance, µ(.) is the mean, e lin and e ang are the linear and angular errors, respectively that are obtained from the comparison between the real displacement values and the estimated given by the odometry system. By grouping the two error sources (systematic and not), a model for global error is obtained as given by Equations 9 and 10).
In the above Equations, N (0, ε lin ) is a Gaussian noise with mean equals 0 and variance ε lin to the linear case, and N (0, ε ang ) is a Gaussian noise with mean equals 0 and variance ε ang to the angular case. The modeling of these errors makes it possible to represent them in the environment map, resulting in a more coherent with the sensory data.
Occupancy Grid Mapping
The use of occupancy grid for mapping is proposed by Elfes and Moravec (Elfes, 1987) and is better formalized in the PhD thesis of the first author (Elfes, 1989) . The objective is to construct consistent maps from sensory data under the hypothesis that the robot position and orientation is known. The basic idea is to represent the environment as a grid that is a multi-dimensional matrix (in general 2D or 3D) that contains cells of the same size. Each cell corresponds to a random variable that represents its occupancy probability. Fig. 3 shows an example of a occupancy grid of part of an environment using data provided by a sonar array.
Dark cells represent objects (or obstacles) detected by the sonar array, clear cells represent free regions, and gray cells are regions not yet mapped. Spatial model based on occupancy grid can be directly used in navigation tasks, as path planning with obstacle avoidance and position estimation (Elfes, 1989) . The state values are estimated by way of interpretation of data coming from depth sensors probabilistic modeled using probabilistic function. It is possible to update each cell value through Bayesian probabilistic rules every time that new readings are done in different positions in the environment. Most part of current researches related to environment mapping for robotics uses probabilistic techniques constructing probabilistic models for the robots, sensors and mapped environments. The reason for the popularity is of probabilistic techniques comes from the assumed existence of uncertainty present in sensory data. With probabilistic techniques, it is possible to treat this problem by explicitly modeling the several sources of noise and their influence in the measures (Thrun, 2002) .
The standard algorithm formalized by Elfes (Elfes, 1989) aims to construct a map based on sensory data and knowing the robot position and orientation. In our work, we use the odometry system of the robot for calculating position and orientation. So the occupancy grid map construction is based on the fusion of data given by the sonars with data provided by the odometry system of the robot. Equation 11 presents the mathematical formulation that usually describes the occupancy grid mapping (Elfes, 1987; 1989; Thrun et. al., 2003; .
In the Equation 11, m represents the acquired map and z 1:t is the set of sensory measures realized up to time instant t. It is important to clear that the algorithm assumes that position and orientation of the robot are known. Continuous space is discretized in cells that, together, approximate the environment shape. This discretization corresponds to a plan cut of the 3D environment in the case of using a 2D grid or could be a 3D discretization in the case of a 3D grid. This depends of the sensors model and characteristics. For example, sonar allows a 2D sample of the environment, however stereo vision allows a 3D reconstruction. In this work, we use sonars.
Considering the discretization of the environment in cells, the map m can be defined as a finite set of cells m x,y where each cell has a value that corresponds to the probability of it being occupied. The cells can have values in the interval [0, 1] with 0 meaning empty and 1 meaning occupied. Being the map a set of cells, the mapping problem can be decomposed in several problems of estimation of the value of each cell in the map. Equation 12 represents an instance for the estimation of the value of a cell m x,y , that is, the probability of cell m x,y being occupied when sensory measures z 1:t until the t instant.
P(m x,y |z 1:t )
Due to numerical instability, with probabilities close to 0 or 1 it is common to calculate the log-odds (or probability logarithm) of P(m x,y |z 1:t ) instead of P(m x,y |z 1:t ). The log-odds is defined by:
The probability occupancy value can be recovered through Equation 14.
P(m x,y |z
The value of log-odds can be estimated recursively at any instant t by using the Bayes rule applied to P(m x,y |z 1:t ) (see Equation 15 ).
P(m x,y |z 1:t ) = P(z t |z 1:t−1 , m x,y )P(m x,y |z 1:t−1 ) P(z t |z 1:t−1 )
in Equation 15, P(z t |z 1:t−1 , m x,y ) represents the probabilistic modelo of the depth sensor, P(m x,y |z 1:t−1 ) is the value of cell m x,y at instant t − 1 and P(z t |z 1:t−1 ) is the real value measured by the sensor. Assuming that the mapping is performed in random environments, the current measure of the sensor is independent of past measures, given the map m at any instant. This results in Equations 16 and 17.
P(z t |z 1:t−1 , m) = P(z t |m)
Given that the map is decomposed in cells, this suposition can be extended as shown in Equation 18. 
Computationally, the mapping using occupancy grid can be implemented by Algorithm 1 (Thrun et. al., 2005) . The algorithm has as input variables a matrix with all occupancy values {l t−1,(x,y) } attributed to the occupancy grid constructed until instant t − 1, a robot localization vector x t = (x, y, θ) at instant t and the values of sensor readings z t at instant t. If a cell m x,y of the occupancy grid is inside the field of view of the sensors (line 2), the occupancy grid value is updated taking into account the previous value of the cell l t−1, (x,y) , the sensor model inverse_sensor_model(m x,y , x t , z t ) and the constant l 0 that is attributed to all cells at beginning indicating that they are not mapped (line 3). If the cell m x,y is out of the field of view, its value is kept (line 5).
Algorithm 1 occupancy_grid_mapping({l
if m x,y in perceptual field of z t then 3: (x,y) 6: end if 7: end for 8: return {l t,(x,y) } It is important to emphasize that the occupancy values of the cells at Algorithm 1 are calculated through log-odd that is the logarithm of the probability of avoiding numerical instabilities. In order to recover the probability values Equation 14 can be used.
With basis on this algorithm, we implemented the method proposed in this work. The main difference is in the probabilistic modeling of the sensors. Our proposed model implements the inverse_sensor_model used in the algorithm.
Proposed Model
In this work, we use a sonar array as sensors measuring the distance of the robot with respect to some object. Sonar arrays are often used because of its fast response time, simplicity on its output (distance is directly given) and its low cost when compared to other sensor types . In general, a setup as our (array of sonar) is mounted. The used setup has an uncertainty of about 1% of the measured value and an aperture that rotates around +15 o to −15 o in relation to the main axis (see Fig. 4 ). The distance returned by the sonar is the one to the closest object inside its sonar bean. The maximum returned distance depends on the sonar model. Let consider three regions inside the working area of the sonar as seen in Fig. 4 . Region I represents free area. Region II is associated to the sensor measure such that the object that has reflected the sound wave may be anywhere inside this region. Region III is the one covered, in theory, by the sonar bean. However it is not known if it is empty or occupied. Considering the above regions, the model adopted to represent the sonar is described as a Gaussian distribution as given by Equation 21.
In the above Equation, θ is the orientation angle of the sensor with respect to the x axis of the global reference frame (see Fig. 4 ), θ x,y is the angle between the vector with initial point at the sonar through cell m x,y , that may be or not with obstacle, and to the global frame axis x (see Fig. 4 ), σ 2 z and σ 2 θ are the variance that gives uncertainty in the measured distance z and in the θ angle, respectively. Fig. 5 illustrates the function that estimates the occupancy for this model. Having as basis a 2D Gaussian model in this work we also consider uncertainties that are inherent to the odometry system besides sonar uncertainties. Using odometry errors modele given in Section 3.1 of this text, described by Equations 9 and 10, it is possible to stablish a relation between the variances σ 2 z and σ 2 θ that (model sonar errors) with odometry errors as:
In the above Equations, z the measure given by the sonar, η is an error factor typical of the sonar in use (an error of about 1%) and β the aperture angle of the sonar bean (see Throgh this proposed modification, it is possible to represent degradation of the odometry errors in the map. The probability for a correct measure calculated by Equation 21 is now weighted by the errors of the odometry system. In this way, the final map is more coherent with the quality of sensors data (sonar and odometry). Fig. 5 illustrates a degraded measure mainly by angular errors in odometry. Fig. 6 illustrates a degraded measure mainly by linear errors of odometry. 
Map Generation
The processing steps done in data coming from the sonars (Souza, 2008) are listed next.
• Preprocessing: Data coming from sonar goes through a filter that discards false readings.
Distances measured below a minimum threshold and above a maximum threshold are eliminated due to its susceptibility to errors. These limits are 4 and 15 cm in this work, respectively.
• Sensor position: Position and orientation of the sensors with respect to the robot and also the robot with respect to the reference frame are calculated.
• Interpretation by the probabilistic model: Sonar data are interpreted by the proposed probabilistic model to form the sonar view.
• Sonar map: Each sonar generates its own local map from its view that is then added to the global map.
As exposed above, odometry errors accumulate over robot motion and degrades the quality of the map. At a certain time, the value attributed to a given cell does not have a substantial influence in the form used to define if it is occupied, empty or not mapped yet. At this instant, the mapping process is strongly corrupted and an absolute localization approach must be used to correct these errors in order for the robot to continue the mapping.
Experiments
The robot used in this work is a Pioneer-3AT, kindly named Galatea, which is projected for locomotion on all terrain (the AT meaning) (see Fig. 7 ). The software package comes with a robot simulator (MobileSim) that allows to test some functions without using the real robot. It is possible to construct environments of different shapes to serve as basis to experiments and tests. Galatea has an embedded computer, a PC104+ with a pentium III processor of 800MHz, 256Mb of RAM memory, a 20Gb hard disk, communication interface RS232, Ethernet connection and wireless network board 10/100. Galatea has 2 sonar arrays with 8 sonars in which one and encoders coupled to the 2 motor axes that comprises its odometry system. To control all of these, we use the RedHat 7.3 Linux operating system.
Initial Simulated Experiments
Preliminary tests of our proposed algorithm are done with the MobileSim. We have simulated environment using a CAD model that comes with the simulator describing one of the buildings of Columbia University at USA. Fig. 8 shows the geometry of this test environment. The simulated robot has mapped part of this environment following the doted path at Fig. 8 . The robot perform the maping process until the odometry errors degrade the quality of the final map. At this point, values of each cell do not define anymore whether a cell is occupied, empty or mapped yet. That is, the robot has no subsides to construct a trustable map due to odometry errors. Part (a) of Fig. 9 illustrates this this situation. Galatea is represented by the red point, white regions are empty, dark regions are occupied cells and gray regions are not mapped yet cells. As this situation occur, we simulated an absolut localization for Galatea correcting its odometry and consequently indicating that it can continue the mapping without considering past accumulated errors. Fig. 9 (b) shows the moment at which the robot localization is rectified and Fig. 9 (c) illustrates the mapping continuation after this moment. 
Experiments with Galatea robot
We perfcormed several experiments at Computing Engineering Department (DCA) building at UFRN, Brazil. The building geometry is formed by corridors and rectangular rooms. Some initial experiments are shown in previous work (Souza et. al., 2008 ) using a simplified model for the depth sensors in order to verify the system behavior as a whole. From this initial simplified setup we could evaluate influency of problems that typical of sonars in the map quality, not possible in simulation. The main problem detected is the occurency of multiple reflections. Fig. 10 shows a map constructed for the corridors of DCA building. Dotted line indicates the real localization of the walls. It is easy to note that several measures indicate obstacles or empty areas behind the walls plan, e.g, in areas that could not be mapped. These false measures are typically caused by multiple reflections inside the environment. Robots with a more complex shape as the one used in this work are more susceptible to false measures. This happens because the sensors, in general, have irregular distribution along the robot body facilitating occurency of false measures. On the opposite, robots with circular shape have a regular distribution, being easier to eliminate these false measures only by tunning the sensors characteristics (Ivanjko & Petrovic, 2005) . In order to solve this problem, we have implemented a method for filtering false measures. This strategy represents the sonar measures by circles in such a way that if a given measure invades the circular region defined by another measure, the invaded region measure is eliminated. This technique is called Bubble Circle (BC) Threshold (Lee & Chung, 2006) . Results for our work were not convincing thus other alternatives were studied.
After several experiments and observations, we could verify that in environments with rectangular shapes, as this one formed by strait corridors and not as big rooms, more consistent maps are constructed by using the side sonars. These comprise angles of 90 o with the walls when the robot is parallel to the walls. The same for the rear and front sonars with smallest angles with respect to the robot main axis. So we discard the other sensors given that they produced false measures due to its disposition with respect to the walls. In fact we believe that these several other sensors with oblique angles were projected to be used when the robot is operating in outdoor environments. In fact, we could verify latter that the same consideration has been reported in the work of Ivanjko (Ivanjko & Petrovic, 2005) , in this case working with the Pioneer-2DX robot. Now, after solving the above mentioned problems, we have done another set of experiments using Algorithm 1, which is a modification of the one proposed by Thrun (Thrun et. al., 2005) . The main differential of the algorithm proposed here is the inclusion of the probabilistic model of the sensor that represents the uncertainties inherent to to perceptionm in the occupancy grid map. Fig. 11 shows the mapping of the same corridor yet in the beginning of the process, however with degradation caused by the odometry error. The red dotted boundary indicates actual walls position. The red point at the white region indicates the localization of Galatea at the map and the point at the right extremity of the Fig. is the last point were the mapping should stop. Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the mapping. Observe the decreasing of quality in the mapping as the robot moves that, in its turn, increases the odometry errors. The map shown in Fig. 13 presents an enhancement in its quality. At this point, the absolute localization was done because the map was degraded. Odometry error goes to zero here, rectifying the robot position and orientation.
The mapping process goes up to the point shown in Fig. 14 where it is necessary another correction by using absolute localization, then going until the final point as shown in Fig. 15 . By considering probabilistic modeling of odometry errors and sensor readings to try to diminish error effects at the mapping process, we could have a substantial enhancement in the mapping quality. However, we remark that at some time of the process the map gets even-tually corrupted by the effects of non systematic errors. Fig. 16 shows the situation using modeling to attenuating the effect of these errors. In this case, the effect is very small because the errors become very little for the travelled distance. Fig. 11 . Use of the proposed model considering representation of odometry errors in the mapping. 
Conclusion and Future Directions
In this work we propose a method for mapping with spatial representation of the environment based on occupancy grid. Our method incorporates a probabilistic model for sonar that consider the uncertainties inherent to this type of sensor as well as for the accumulative errors caused by odometry system of the robot. With this modeling, the quality of the map gets influenced by the uncertainty given by the odometry system indicating the actual trustworthiness of the sensory data collected by the robot system. Once a map gets constructed, the robot can use it to perform other high-level tasks as navigation, path planning, and decision taking, between others.
With basis on the results given by the performed experiments, we conclude that the algorithm proposed in this work gives a more realistic and actual manner for representing a mapped environment using the occupancy grid technique. This is becuse that now we know that the data provided by the sensors have errors and we know how much this error can grow, that is, we have an upper limit for the error, controlling its growing. Even with the difficulties given by the sonar limitations, our system presents satisfactory results. Other types of depth sensors can be added to this model or use a similar approach, as for example lasers, thus increasing map consistency.
As next work, we intend to study techniques and exploration heuristics in order for a robot to perform the mapping process in autonomous way. Besides, forms to enhance robot localization with incorporation of other sensors will also be studied that together can improve map quality. Future trials with emphasis in Localization and Simultaneous Mapping (SLAN) will also be done, having as basis the studies done in this work. Fusion of information with the ones provided by a visual system (stereo vision) will be further done. With this, we intend to explorate the construction of 3D maps allowing the use of robots in other higher level tasks, as for example, analysis of building structure.
